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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Effort compression: signal-dependent gain management for the pressure matching beamforming
method
by
Elliot M. Patros
Doctor of Philosophy in Music
University of California San Diego, 2019
Professor Miller Puckette, Chair
This work is focused on the trade-off between sound quality and loudspeaker gain that
occurs when using the pressure matching beamforming method to generate stereo crosstalk
cancellation with uniform linear arrays. An approach to gain management is proposed that
leverages characteristics of subclasses of stereo audio signals (e.g. binaural) to partially overcome
this tradeoff by improving both loudspeaker gain and sound quality together. The novelty of
the proposed approach is based on an observation that loudspeaker gain management, which
is normally accomplished by manipulating beamforming filters, can also be accomplished by
manipulating input audio signals. It is shown that decoupling gain management from beamforming
xiii
filters allows it to be signal-dependent. Also, that signal-dependent gain management gives
beamforming filter designers more meaningful methods for controlling both the type and amount
of sound quality that is sacrificed to manage gain. A general approach to building a signal-
dependent gain management algorithm is suggested. Some specific implementations are given
as examples. Finally, a discussion is presented about how signal-dependent gain management
potentially establishes a future research project where perceived sound quality, as opposed to
numerical sound quality, is maximized.
xiv
Prependix
Notation
Throughout this work, the following notational conventions are used. Scalars are lower
case, non-bold: x. Vectors are lower case, bold: x. Matrices are upper case, non-bold: X . Con-
tinuous functions are also upper case, non-bold. Continuous functions are distinguishable from
matrices because they are always notated with respect to their variables, which are surrounded
by parentheses: X(n). Discrete indices of vectors and matrices are subscripts: xn. The lengths
of indexed structures are upper-case, and use the same letter as the associated index: xn has N
elements.
Other notational conventions about indexing vectors and matrices in this work are de-
scribed as follows: indexing a vector results in a number (e.g. xn is a the nth number in x);
indexing a matrix once results in a vector (i.e. Xm is the mth column vector, or, Xn is the nth row
vector in X ∈ CM×N); and, indexing a matrix twice results in a number (e.g. Xmn is the number
at row m and column n). The hat overtext ·ˆ indicates that some variable should be equal to the
variable without the overtext. For example, ideally xˆ= x, and it’s bad when xˆ 6= x.
Finally, the following superscripts are used to indicate common matrix operations.
X−1 Matrix inverse
X+ Pseudoinverse
X∗ Complex conjugate
XT Transpose
XH Hermitian (complex conjugate) transpose
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Assumptions about the configuration
This work is about using acoustic beamforming and loudspeaker arrays to play stereo
audio with crosstalk cancellation. It is a difficult problem because crosstalk cancellation needs
too much loudspeaker gain to perform well, especially at low frequencies. A novel approach
to managing loudspeaker gain is proposed. However, the results shown are based on several
assumptions about physical and digital configurations. See Figure 0.1 for an illustration.
First, that the target listener is one person who is
• located on axis. That is, who’s line of sight is perpendicular to the line intersecting each
loudspeaker;
• located between 0.5 and 1.5 meters from the array;
• listening to stereo or binaural (i.e. 2-channel) audio with localization cues.
Second, loudspeakers are arranged in a ULA (Uniform Linear Array) with
• many loudspeakers ( 2);
• discrete loudspeaker spacing (i.e. ∆xpos > 0);
• close loudspeaker spacing ∆xpos <≈50mm.
Finally, several filter design parameters are constant. They are listed here to improve the repro-
ducibility of results shown throughout this work.
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DFT blocks have bins = 1024
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Inter-speaker distance ∆xpos = 0.038m
Listener distance = 0.75m
Figure 0.1: Description and illustration of the constant beamforming configuration.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
By assigning spatial filters to discrete channels of a loudspeaker array, binaural audio can
be produced at the ears of a nearby listener to create the sensation of 3D surround sound. However,
acoustic limitations impose a difficult trade-off from the perspective of a spatial filter designer. On
one hand, filters that maximize sound quality for a listener put too much strain, or effort, on the
array. High array effort corresponds in practice to undesirable, nonlinear loudspeaker behaviors
like distortion. On the other hand, filters that minimize effort do so by sacrificing sound quality.
The branch of research that attempts to navigate this trade-off is called effort management (EM).
The primary contribution of this work is the introduction of a new approach to EM that
leverages signal properties present in binaural audio to simultaneously improve both the effort and
sound quality of its spatial filters. The novelty of the approach is based on an observation that EM,
which is normally cast as a spatial filter transformation, can instead be cast as a transformation
on input signals directly. That is, decoupling EM from filters allows it to be signal-dependent.
Signal-dependent EM, called ‘effort compression’, is rationalized by showing that array effort is
also signal-dependent, and, that binaural audio costs significantly less effort to spatially filter than
other types of stereo audio. So, for example, a tangible benefit of effort compression is that the
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strength of EM can be automatically adjusted to an ideal value for a particular input signal and
in real-time. This potentially allows a single filter set to work well with different types of audio
without compromising performance.
1.1 Outline and contributions
The contributions of this work are organized as follows.
Chapter 1 discusses background concepts; first, about general methods of spatial filtering,
called sound field control (SFC), and then, about a specific SFC method used throughout this
work, called the pressure matching method (PMM). The intention is for this chapter to build
intuition about this work’s contributions, presented later.
Chapter 2 discusses the theory needed both to reinforce concepts mentioned in chapter 1,
and which are also required to make observations and contributions about PMM in later chapters.
The discussions in chapters 1 and 2 are most relevant to PMM applications that use single-channel
input signals; and need to be reworked for use with multi-channel input signals.
Chapter 3 † establishes a theoretical framework for effort compression which, takes the
form of a multi-channel signal flow graph for PMM, and, establishes a mathematical model of
multi-channel PMM.
Chapter 4 † presents the concept and theory of effort compression along with several
example implementations. The primary goal of this chapter, more so than to advocate for
a particular EM implementation, is to propose a way of thinking about SFC in general that
considers the effect of input signals on SFC metrics. The idea is to communicate that many (if
not all) conventional EM techniques can be transformed into signal-dependent ones. And, that
many more effort compression techniques are yet to be discovered.
Finally, chapter 5 † directly addresses an idea that’s hinted at throughout the previous
†Represents a novel contribution introduced by this work.
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discussions of effort compression. It is that the notion of effort compression, which includes the
possibility of nonlinear EM, creates a mechanism by which filter designers can more meaningfully
control the kind of error that’s introduced when constraints on effort make error unavoidable.
Ostensibly this perspective could contribute to a future discovery of EM strategies that reduce
perceived error. At the time of writing, perceived error has not been explored as thoroughly by
SFC literature as numerical error.
1.2 Sound field control
The term sound field control (SFC) describes any method1 where a loudspeaker array
is coaxed into producing user-specified acoustic responses in the local sound field. Though the
SFC concept is completely general — any response can ostensibly be produced anywhere — the
bulk of SFC research is specifically focused on producing broadband acoustic cancellation. This
work is no exception. It is focused on a method for producing a particular type of cancellation,
called cross-talk cancellation (CTC), in which sound transmitted to a listener is intended to
mimic the experience of wearing headphones. CTC is able to mimic headphones by producing
cancellation at one ear and not at the other. In contrast, another common type of SFC cancellation
is called private audio, which produces cancellation everywhere except toward a target listener.
See Figure 1.1 for an artist’s representation of these two SFC implementations.
SFC problem statement
The following problem statement describes SFC methods generally. It is described here
in order to introduce terminology used in this work, and, consists of three parts: an objective, a
solution, and a model.
The SFC objective is defined in terms of a data structure called a ‘control point’, which is
1Notable SFC methods include PMM: [2], PMM extensions: [3–10], ACM: [11], ACM extensions: [12–16],
planarity control: [17, 18], spectral division [19–21], extensions of crosstalk cancellation: [22–26]
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(a) Private audio (b) CTC
Figure 1.1: Examples of sound pressure for private and crosstalk cancellation sound field
control at 2kHz, as shown from a top-down view. Red circles are loudspeaker positions; black
dots are control points placed at a listener’s ears.
the combination of a discrete physical location and a user-specified acoustic response. Together,
the acoustic responses and their associated physical locations are often thought of as monopole
point-receivers, or virtual microphones [27]. An SFC user defines the objective by explaining
where the control points should be, and what they should ideally record. Choi and Kim [11]
propose the terms ‘dark’ point and ‘bright’ point to mean control points where cancellation is
desired, or not, respectively. Both terms are used frequently throughout SFC literature, as well as
in this work.
The second part of the SFC problem statement, the solution, takes the form of another data
structure called ‘spatial filters’. Spatial filters are conventional finite impulse response (FIR) filter
coefficients assigned to discrete channels of a loudspeaker array. Together, the filter coefficients
and their associated loudspeakers are often thought of as monopole point-sources. The SFC user,
now more accurately called the filter designer, uses an SFC method to find what each point-source
should play in order to most closely reproduce their specified control point responses. That is,
when filters are rung simultaneously by an impulse, their output signals will propagate from the
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array, combine in the sound field, and create interference. So, filters should be designed in such a
way that the resultant interference patterns cause the specified control point responses to occur
at the specified locations. If one could see what sound pressure looks like near the array during
SFC, beams would appear to originate from the center of the array, aimed at control points. For
this reason, SFC is sometimes also called ‘beamforming’.
The third and final part of the general SFC problem statement is a ‘model’ of how the
sound field is expected to behave. More specifically, the model describes acoustic transformations
caused by propagation from each source to each receiver. Since source and receiver locations
are all discrete, the sound field can be modeled by a matrix of transfer functions, called the
propagation matrix. Each element of the matrix contains a transfer function between a receiver
represented by the index of its row, and a source represented by the index of its column.
1.3 The pressure matching method
The pressure matching method (PMM) is an instance of SFC. It can be used to produce
any type of cancellation, including both CTC and private audio. PMM distinguishes itself from
other SFC methods in several ways. Those relevant to this work are its signal representation (how
audio signals are notated), and by extension, its formulation (how a filter designer uses it).
PMM represents all types of signals, including filters, control point responses, transfer
functions, and even audio streams in the complex frequency domain. The representation has
several useful properties. For example, complex signals are only one transformation away from
several other, more traditional audio representations; including a phase/magnitude tuple in the
frequency domain via polar transform; or into a signal of time domain pressure via inverse Fourier
transform.
Another useful property of the complex frequency domain representation is that multiple
parallel signal transformations can be combined into a single transfer function by summation.
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Likewise, multiple signal transformations in series can be combined into a single transfer function
by multiplication. These are well-known properties of linear time-invariant (LTI) transformations
[28]. They are mentioned here explicitly because they allow a system of transfer functions, like
the sound field model, to be described by a linear system of equations. PMM leverages this
representation to cast SFC as a linear optimization problem of the sort
y = Ax , (1.1)
which is recognizable as a least squares problem [29]. Connecting language from the previous
section about SFC to the variables in Eq. 1.1 helps give them meaning: elements of the vector y
are control point responses, and elements of the vector x are spatial filter coefficients; unknown.
The matrix A is the sound field model or propagation matrix.
The shape of the propagation matrix depends on the SFC objective, and strongly affects
how filters are solved. For example, matrix A is ‘tall’ when there are more control points than
loudspeakers. It’s typical for private audio problems to yield tall systems, since every point in
the room could be associated with a desired response. Conversely, matrix A is ‘wide’ when
there are more loudspeakers than control points. Wide systems arise in CTC problems that use
arrays, because control point locations are defined to be only at the listener’s two ears. When
several assumptions about the configuration of the array and listener are met2, a wide propagation
matrix can be guaranteed to have full row rank at non-zero frequencies. This type of system is
underdetermined [29].
Underdetermined systems are not given much attention in literature, since they are trivial
to solve with unconstrained least squares. And in fact, CTC filters can be generated with
unconstrained least squares, at least in a numerical sense. Acoustically however, filters generated
with unconstrained PMM have both perceptually-obvious and well-documented flaws [2–10].
2See Prependix
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(a) 400Hz. (b) 1000Hz.
Figure 1.2: Problems related to gain, wavelength, and the pressure gradient are easily seen
from this perspective. The values 400 and 1000Hz were chosen because they bookend the range
of frequencies where crosstalk cancellation is both possible yet difficult to achieve using PMM.
Red circles are loudspeaker positions; black dots are control points placed at a listener’s ears.
1.4 Motivation
This work focuses on a specific problem faced by PMM when its objective is to generate
CTC filters. In short, it is difficult to generate good-sounding CTC filters at low frequencies. The
next few paragraphs will discuss why this is the case, what is so bad about naïvely-generated
low-frequency filters, what has been done about it until now, and why it is still a difficult problem.
Why is it difficult to generate CTC filters at low frequencies?
Figure 1.2 shows (like Figure 1.1) monochromatic sound pressure over space. This time
however, the figure shows sound field responses of filters which are exact solutions to the CTC
problem as given by unconstrained PMM, and, includes low-frequency responses. Pay attention
to size of each beam, or lobe, in terms of its radius as it emanates from the array. It can be seen
that beam radius is related to what’s called the pressure gradient, or, the rate of change of sound
pressure over space. As frequency decreases, the pressure gradient decreases as well. Put another
way, as wavelength increases, so does beam radius. However it’s put, a physical constraint of the
CTC problem is that pressure takes more space to change by some amount for low-frequencies
than it does for high-frequencies.
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Meanwhile, the distance between a listener’s ears, or control points, does not change
with frequency. This is why it’s difficult to generate CTC filters at low frequencies. In order to
simultaneously produce unit gain at one ear and zero gain at the other (relatively close-by) ear,
the peak sound pressure has to increase with wavelength. The legends on Figure 1.2 are marked
to show which colors encode zero gain (at the right ear), unit gain (at the left ear), and peak gain
(occurs in a frequency dependent location, farther from the listener as frequency decreases). It
can be seen that range of pressure in Figure 1.2a is “squashed” compared to Figure 1.2b, which
shows higher frequencies.
Why is it bad for low frequencies to require more filter gain than high frequencies?
The difficulty in producing low-frequency CTC is that exact solutions — filters that
produce exactly the specified response — require extra gain at low frequencies. This causes lots
of problems. First for example, full-bandwidth filters end up with huge gain distributions across
the spectrum; ranging anywhere from roughly 20 to 50 dB depending on the configuration. See
Figure 1.3 for an illustration of one example. Second, most of the energy it takes to produce
specified ear signals is aimed away from the listener at low-frequencies. This is not true for
high-frequencies however, meaning off-axis frequency responses sound low-passed. Third, it
means that the direct-to-reflected signal ratio is worse for most rooms at lower frequencies.
Finally, high gain distributions increase the chance of clipping loudspeakers. For all these reasons,
listeners are sensitive to highly varied gain distributions across frequency [23].
What has been done about gain distributions in CTC filters?
It is well-documented that either generating or post-processing CTC filters to achieve flat
spectra is only possible at the cost of reduced audio quality [3, 5, 6, 23, 27]. Two terms are given
to the competing metrics: ‘effort’ and ‘error’. Effort is a measure of gain distributed across an
array’s filters. Error is a measure of difference between the control point responses that were
specified, and those that were produced by a set of filters. The branch of research that attempts to
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Figure 1.3: This figure shows how the crosstalk cancellation system acts like a low-pass filter
between filter gains (blue dots), their corresponding effort (red line), and ear responses (green
dashes).
navigate this trade-off is called effort management (EM).
Several unique EM strategies are found in PMM literature. Each proposes to lower effort
at the cost of lowering reproduction accuracy as well; in other words, by introducing error.
Kirkeby et al. [2], in the seminal PMM paper, propose 0th-order, or Tikhonov, regularization as
an EM strategy. Several extensions to PMM have also been proposed. In chronological order:
• Weighted least squares is proposed by Chang and Jacobsen [3].
• Constrained optimization with a convex solver is proposed by Bai et al. [5].
• Frequency-dependent regularization is proposed by Olivieri et al. [6].
• Regularized weighted least squares is proposed by Olivieri et al. [8].
• Regularization by eigenvalue clipping is proposed by Afghah et al. [10].
Why is EM still a difficult problem?
The relatively high number of unique EM strategies share a common approach: that EM
is baked into spatial filters. This means that spatial filters are responsible for EM in addition
to SFC. While there are benefits (e.g. computational efficiency) to combining SFC and EM
transformations into a single filter set, the approach has limitations. Time-invariant EM, by
definition, transforms every input signal the same way. Meanwhile, not all audio signals invoke
the same amount of effort to filter. This is a problem because spatial filters are normally generated
in order to keep worst-case effort below some threshold. As a result, all input signals — even
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those that are feasible to reproduce without EM — are processed as though they invoke worst-case
effort. In other words, LTI EM introduces more error than necessary into audio signals that cost
less than the maximum amount of effort to filter.
Why is LTI EM a problem for binaural audio?
CTC is often used with binaural audio, which is one way to create what’s known as a
virtual auditory environment [30–32]. If reproduction quality is good [33–35], binaural audio
delivered via CTC can recreate the impression of full surround sound or natural directional
hearing. The combination of binaural audio and CTC is interesting because it makes surround
sound possible with smaller form factor systems than traditional multi-channel surround systems
that may otherwise be used to create the same effect. The uniform linear array (ULA) is one
example of a smaller form factor system3. In this work, binaural audio is defined as the linear
combination of one or more unit-bounded, monophonic signals and their associated head related
transfer function (HRTF).
At the same time, CTC is also often used with arbitrary stereo content; that is, any
two-channel audio signal. This type of content, called ‘general stereo’ from now on, does not
necessarily adhere to the same rigorous constraints as binaural audio, or even to those of classic
stereo panning laws like amplitude panning [36, 37]. Chapter 3 shows that constraints on the type
of input signal directly effect the worst-case filter effort. General stereo, for example, invokes
exponentially higher worst-case effort than binaural audio in the context of CTC beamforming.
However in practice, it is not unusual to use a single filter set to reproduce both binaural and
general stereo audio. This causes binaural audio to be disproportionately penalized by EM.
3See Prependix for more details about the configurations used in this work.
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Chapter 2
Theory
This chapter reviews the theoretical background needed to generate and analyze spatial
filters with PMM. Free-field acoustics are reviewed in section 2.1, which are conventionally
used by PMM to build the propagation matrix, generate filters, and analyze them. Least squares
theory is reviewed in section 2.2. Conventional PMM filter generation and analysis techniques
are reviewed in section 2.3. Finally, eigendecomposition and singular value decomposition (SVD)
are reviewed in section 2.4. These tools (especially SVD) are reviewed because they can provide
alternative perspectives on regularization, regularization’s effect on invertible matrices like the
propagation matrix, and by extension, its influence on the SFC metrics effort and error.
2.1 Acoustics
SFC methods are often only concerned with acoustics insofar as it provides a means
to build a sound field model; or in other words, a model of interference patterns caused by
multiple propagating waves. The simplest sound field model is the free-field, which makes two
assumptions. First, that sources and receivers are ideal monopoles. Second, that the sound field is
free of reflections, obstructions, or changes to the acoustic properties of the propagation medium.
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Some branches of SFC, like acoustic contrast maximization [11], propose to exert control
over spatial filters by manipulating the sound field model directly. Other branches of SFC, like
PMM, offer additional types of control over filters through techniques like regularization. This
work is focused exclusively on the latter type of control.
2.1.1 Propagation
The free field transfer function between a monopole source and receiver is described by
the Green’s function of the Helmholtz equation [38]; just called the Green’s function for short
from here. It is defined
G(r,ω) =
exp(−ikr)
4pir
(2.1)
where r is absolute propagation distance between a source and receiver1. The Green’s function is
conventionally used to populate the propagation matrix A ∈ CM×N in pressure matching [2]. For
clarity, M is the number of rows, receivers, or ears in the sound field; N is the number of columns,
sources, or speakers. Matrix A is built
A=

G(r11) · · · G(r1N)
... . . .
...
G(rM1) · · · G(rMN)
 (2.2)
where the distance rmn is defined as that between receiver m and source n.
1The Green’s function depends on frequency f ; notated in Eq. 2.1 by the variables ω = 2pi f for radial frequency,
and k = ω/c for the wavenumber. For notational clarity, arguments related to frequency are excluded for the
remainder of this work.
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2.1.2 Interference
Sound pressure propagating from multiple distinct sources combines in the sound field to
create interference patterns. Interference causes pressure at a point in space to vary according to a
function of source locations and their associated filters xn. That function is a linear combination
of the Green’s functions for each source and receiver pair. For example at point m, the pressure
ym is calculated
ym =
N
∑
n=1
G(rmn)xn . (2.3)
Notice that the combined response of several source signals at a single point takes the form of a
dot product between two complex vectors: the signals vector x and the vector G(rn) of transfer
functions between all loudspeakers and the mth receiver. Several dot products are calculated
simultaneously in matrix multiplication. So, the responses at several points can be calculated by a
single expression
y
(M×1)
= A
(M×N)
x
(N×1)
. (2.4)
2.2 Least squares
PMM uses least squares to find filters x that cause naturally occuring interference patterns
to best fit a specified set of control point responses y. This is possible because the relationship
between source signals, receiver signals, and their associated transfer functions are described by a
linear system (Eq. 2.4).
Specifically, the filter coefficients that most closely cause a specified pressure to occur at
control points can be found by solving either the inverse or the pseudoinverse of the propagation
matrix. Assuming it’s invertible, filter coefficients can be found by calculating the inverse
x= A−1y . (2.5)
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Figure 2.1: The condition number of the propagation matrix increases exponentially as
frequency decreases. Higher condition numbers increase the tendency for high effort, as well as
the ability of small errors to influence error.
For a few reasons however, practical PMM problems are unlikely to yield invertible propagation
matrices. First, a propagation matrix is only square when there are an equal number of sources and
receivers. Only square matrices are invertible. Second, practical PMM systems are often poorly
conditioned even if they are square (see Figure 2.1). A physical symptom of poorly conditioned
matrices is that small deviations to the input cause disproportionately large deviations to the
output. This manifests as high error when a listener moves slightly, or if model parameters are
even marginally misrepresented. Another physical symptom of poorly conditioned matrices is
that loudspeakers with relatively little influence over the system are disproportionately amplified
by a matrix inversion. This manifests as high effort in filters.
So depending on the reason, PMM either cannot or should not be solved by matrix inverse
like Eq. 2.5 . Instead, Kirkeby et al. [2] propose to use Tikhonov regularization with least squares
as a remedy to both symptoms of poorly conditioned matrices. Regularized least squares, at a
high level, works by substituting a poorly conditioned matrix for a similar matrix that is well
conditioned. Then, the unknowns vector x is solved by inverting the well conditioned matrix.
Provided the well conditioned matrix is close enough to the original, the approximation x should
be nearly correct.
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In this work, the notation for pseudoinverse
x= A+y (2.6)
is extended to also include approximate matrix inversions like regularized least squares. The
notation is used whenever a particular answer to an inverse problem is not important (usually to
emphasize another idea). In order to describe Tikhonov regularization in more depth, however,
it’s necessary to first explain how least squares approximations are found for non-square systems.
2.2.1 Overdetermined least squares
Consider a tall system where matrix A has more rows than columns; i.e. there are more
receivers than sources. Tall systems can be interpreted geometrically by picturing a vector y in a
higher-dimensional space than the span of Ax. From the perspective of y in M-space, Ax is just
a subplane. And because ideally Ax= y, tall systems are only solvable when y happens to lie on
the subplane Ax, which would be lucky (and also means that A is rank deficient). Otherwise, the
system has no solution. When tall systems have no solution, they are called ‘overdetermined’.
Since the solution to an overdetermined system probably does not exist, the only alternative
is to search instead for an approximation. Now, the suggestion of an approximation implies a
measure of difference between Ax and y. In overdetermined least squares problems, that measure
is the distance squared between the two, called ‘error’. Error is expressed as a cost function
E(x) = ‖Ax−y‖22 (2.7)
that depends on x. Throughout this work, the function E() will be used to represent the error
caused by an approximation to a linear system.
To find a “best” approximation, it’s necessary first to define some measure by which
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different approximations can be compared. If two different approximations were compared, it
makes sense that the “better” one would have lower error as it’s defined by the cost function for
error (Eq. 2.7). Then, by extension, the best approximation is the one that minimizes that function.
This objective is notated
min
x
‖Ax−y‖22 . (2.8)
The particular vector x that causes E(x) to reach its minimum can be found analytically2.
x=
(
AHA
)−1
AHy (2.9)
So, the least squares approximation to an overdetermined system is expressed
argmin
x
‖Ax−y‖22 =
(
AHA
)−1
AHy (2.10)
Overdetermined toy example
The approximation of an overdetermined system has the following geometric rationale.
The nearest point to y that can be reached by the subplane Ax is the projection of y onto that
subplane. The composition
(
AHA
)−1AH is a projection operator which does just that. As an
example, consider a tall system in R3×2, with the values
y =

1
2
3
 , A=

1 0
0 1
0 0
 , x=
1
2
 .
2Appendix A.1 shows the complete derivation.
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(a) Overdetermined (b) Underdetermined
Figure 2.2: Geometric representation of the toy examples for over- and underdetermined least
squares.
The projection of y onto the subplane comprised of all possible values for Ax creates the unique
solution x = [1, 2]T . This particular vector is, by the metric of distance squared, the closest
point to y and therefore the best approximate solution to this problem. Figure 2.2a illustrates
the geometry of overdetermined least squares approximations using the example just given. The
desired solution (blue), the least squares solution (black vector), and the span Ax (black plane) in
the overdetermined 3×2 example problem are shown.
2.2.2 Underdetermined least squares
Consider a wide system where matrix A has more columns than rows; i.e. there are more
sources than receivers. Wide systems can be interpreted geometrically by picturing the continuous
set of points that all project from higher-dimensions down onto the same lower-dimensional point.
When there are infinite solutions for a wide system, it is called ‘underdetermined’.
Underdetermined systems are ill-posed because they have infinite solutions instead of just
one. To find a best solution, it’s (just like the strategy for overdetermined systems) necessary to
define some measure by which different solutions can be compared. In underdetermined least
squares problems, that measure is distance squared from the origin to a solution, called ‘effort’.
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Effort is expressed as a cost function
K(x) = ‖x‖22 (2.11)
that depends on x. Throughout this work, the function K() will be used to represent effort.
If two different solutions were compared, it makes sense that the better one should have
lower effort as it’s defined by the cost function for effort (Eq. 2.11). Then, by extension, the best
solution is the one that minimizes that function. This objective is notated
min
x
‖x‖22 . (2.12)
The particular vector x that causes K(x) to reach its minimum can be found analytically3.
x= AH
(
AAH
)−1
y (2.13)
So, the least squares solution to an underdetermined system is expressed
argmin
x
‖x‖22 = AH
(
AAH
)−1
y (2.14)
Underdetermined toy example
Similarly to the overdetermined approximation, x is found via a projection operator. This
time however, the projection operator is the composition AH
(
AAH
)−1. When A has full row rank,
an entire subplane of points all project onto the same, lower-dimensional point, which makes
them all valid solutions. The subplane of solutions is defined null(A)b+x. That is, all linear
combinations of the nullspace of A, translated by any (though usually the least squares) solution.
3Appendix A.2 shows the complete derivation.
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As an example, consider a wide system in R2×3 with values
y =
1
2
 , A=
1 0 0
0 1 0
 , x=

1
2
z
 ,
where the element z in vector x is a placeholder variable that can be any real number and still
satisfy Ax= y. This examples shows that the set of 3-dimensional vectors x are all projected by A
onto the 2-dimensional point y, regardless of the value of z. In this example, the set x= [1, 2, z]T
are solutions that form a subplane with 3−2 = 1 degree(s) of freedom; aka a line. Figure 2.2b
illustrates the underdetermined least squares example just given. The line of solutions (blue)
and the least squares solution (black vector) to the underdetermined 2×3 example problem are
shown.
2.2.3 Checkpoint: connecting least squares concepts to filter design
It’s time to regroup and connect ideas from the previous chapter about PMM to the current
discussion about linear systems.
Least squares in terms of filter design
The indices of the vector x correspond to the array’s loudspeaker channel numbers. Its
values, on the other hand, are the spatial filter coefficients for each corresponding loudspeaker.
So when measuring the effort of a vector of spatial filters, the result K(x) = ‖x‖22 should be
interpreted as a measure of gain required to reproduce control point responses for that particular
configuration.
The indices of vector y correspond to the indices of control points. In CTC, control point
indices are normally defined to correspond to input channel numbers (i.e. the first index of y
corresponds to input channel one, and so on). The values of y are the specified control point
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responses. So when measuring the error between specified control point responses y and the
actual control point responses of particular solution Ax, the result E(x) = ‖Ax−y‖22 should be
interpreted as a measure of sound quality for the listener. Take this for now with a grain of salt:
sound quality is represented by error only insofar as diminishing sound quality can be represented
by increasing distance between two vectors. Small variations in perceived sound quality that may
be important to careful listeners tend to be poorly-represented by this metric.
Underdetermined filter design
Underdetermined systems arise in CTC applications because there are more loudspeakers
(columns) than control points (rows) in the propagation matrix. When a system is underdeter-
mined, the least squares solution minimizes effort. Error, on the other hand, is always zero when
a least squares problem is underdetermined, and cannot be directly influenced.
Overdetermined filter design
Overdetermined systems arise in private audio applications because there are fewer
loudspeakers than control points in the propagation matrix. When a system is overdetermined,
the least squares approximation minimizes error. Meanwhile effort is just along for the ride; it
cannot be directly influenced by the strategy for approximating overdetermined problems.
Designing filters with competing objectives
Remember from chapter 1, that CTC filters solved by least squares often have too much
gain in practice, despite being represented by underdetermined systems where effort is minimized.
And, that to control effort, Kirkeby et al. [2] proposed the use of a technique called Tikhonov
regularization. Then earlier in this section, it’s shown that when a system is overdetermined, error
is minimized; and, when a system is underdetermined, effort is minimized. So the shape of A is
connected to the object of minimization. This observation motivated the intial decision to use
Tikhonov regularization as an effort management technique. Tikhonov regularization combines
the over- and underdetermined objectives into a single expression, which lets a filter designer
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specify the relative importance of minimizing either effort or error. It is not a cure all, however,
because lowering effort beyond that given by an underdetermined solution requires introducing
error. In fact, the two metrics are each improved at the cost of the other. So for filter designers,
Tikhonov regularization is a method by which the relative importance of minimizing either effort
or error is parameterized.
2.2.4 Regularized least squares
Regularized least squares can be expressed as a linear combination of the over- and
underdetermined cost functions. This implies the cost function
J(x) = a1 ‖Ax−y‖22+a2 ‖x‖22 . (2.15)
where a1 and a2 are real scalar weights. However, the solution to this cost function depends
uniquely on the ratio β = a2/a1, instead of on either a1 or a2 individually. To derive a unique
analytical solution, Eq. 2.15 is refactored with respect to the ‘regularization parameter’ β .
min
x
‖Ax−y‖22+β ‖x‖22 (2.16)
Controlling Tikhonov regularization works as follows. By gradually adjusting β from 0 to infinity,
priority gradually shifts from minimizing only effort to only error. That is, when β is either
0 or infinity, the regularized least squares cost function becomes equivalent to that of either
overdetermined or underdetermined systems respectively.
The regularized cost function (Eq. 2.15) is minimized when4
x=
(
AHA+β I
)−1
AHy . (2.17)
4Appendix A.3 shows the complete derivation.
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So, the regularized least squares approximation is expressed
argmin
x
‖Ax−y‖22+β ‖x‖22 =
(
AHA+β I
)−1
AHy (2.18)
The effect of regularization on matrix condition
Regularized least squares has a property that while β > 0, the square term from Eq. 2.18
AHA+β I (2.19)
is invertible regardless of the shape of A. Because of this, it is common for some theoretically-
inclined texts to call Eq. 2.18 the complete solution to regularized least squares. However, the
extent to which β improves the condition of a matrix actually depends on the shape of A.
Figure 2.3 shows how the conditions of both the overdetermined square term Eq. 2.19 ,
and, the underdetermined square term
AAH+β I (2.20)
change as β varies. In the scenario it illustrates, A is a wide 2×16 matrix created for a common
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Figure 2.3: The condition of over- and underdetermined systems (at 400Hz) when using the
regularized least squares formula from Eq. 2.18 as β approaches zero. Clearly it is better to
solve underdetermined systems with underdetermined formulations, even when using
regularized least squares.
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(underdetermined) CTC application5. It can be seen that while the condition of the underdeter-
mined square term from Eq. 2.20 remains relatively low, the condition of the overdetermined
square term from Eq. 2.19 increases exponentially as β → 0. Remember from the beginning of
section 2.2 that a high condition number is responsible for higher effort and a more fragile setup.
Clearly then, a smaller condition number is necessary in order to reduce effort as efficiently as
possible. Therefore a more robust solution — one which respects the condition of the square term
— also depends on the shape of A.
The complete approach to regularized least squares, and by extension the to PMM, is built
by substituting the appropriate square terms from Eqs. 2.10 and 2.14 into Eq. 2.18 , giving
x=

AH
(
AAH+β I
)−1
y if M < N
(A+β I)−1y if M = N(
AHA+β I
)−1AHy if M > N
(2.21)
2.3 Generating and analyzing classical PMM filters
This section outlines how CTC filters are generated (subsection 2.3.1) and analyzed
(subsection 2.3.3) with conventional, regularized PMM. It’s important to realize that in this
section, and through the rest of chapter 2, filters are generated for one input channel at a time. A
workaround to generate filters for multichannel input is described at the end of this chapter. Then
later, in chapter 3, it is shown how filters for multiple input channels can be generated by a single
expression.
5See Prependix.
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2.3.1 Generating CTC filters with PMM
This section describes how a filter designer uses the PMM algorithm to generate spatial
filters for a CTC application. Normally, spatial filters are designed to map an impulse to one or
more control points. For multi-channel input, the steps described here will need to be repeated
once per channel.
First, generate a propagation matrix. Often the Green’s function from Eq. 2.1 is used to
generate each element, where its transfer functions depend on the distance between each speaker
(source) and each ear (receiver).
Next, specify control points responses for the left (L) and right (R) input channels. In
CTC, this is normally expressed
yL =
1
0
 , yR =
0
1
 , (2.22)
where the ones and zeros represent bright and dark points. The vectors ym are deceptively simple.
The indices of the elements in each vector correspond to control point indices. Then in turn,
control point indices are equal to their row in the propagation matrix. In CTC, control points
often represent the left ear (first index) and right ear (second index). The elements in each vector
represent how much of each input channel a filter designer wants to map to that control point.
Take vector yL, as an example, which has two elements; one for each ear. The particular values
shown in Eq. 2.22 can be interpreted as a statement: “the left channel should have a gain of one
at the left ear, and zero at the right ear; vice versa for the right channel”. This statement reflects
the CTC objective, which is to maximize the crosstalk ratio between bright and dark points.
In the third and final step, a value is chosen for β based on the desired balance of
minimizing effort and error. See section 2.4.3 for a review of strategies on picking a good value
for β . Finally, the regularized least squares approach from Eq. 2.21 is used to solve the system.
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The explicit solutions to the left- and right-channel CTC filter sets are
xL = AH
(
AAH+β I
)−1
yL
xR = AH
(
AAH+β I
)−1
yR
(2.23)
Choosing desired control point responses
An aside about Eq. 2.22: if frequency-domain wrap around must be avoided, or if PMM
filters must be causal, the ones at bright points should be replaced by another unit-amplitude term
that respects propagation delay. A normalized sum of Green’s functions between each bright
point and all N speakers would, for example, keep PMM filters causal if they replaced ones.
1 =⇒ ∑
n=1
N G(r1n)∣∣∑n=1N G(r1n)∣∣ (2.24)
In this work, the value of bright spots will be written as ones instead of as in Eq. 2.24 to keep
things clear. Both quantities have a magnitude of one, and the normalized sum of Green’s
functions will produce a linear delay term, or frequency-dependent rotations around the complex
plane. A discussion about the nonzero values in ym is relevant to another section of this work too;
though it is only important for readers who are unsatisfied with the way Eq. 2.22 is written. For a
more detailed discussion about this issue, see Appendix A.4.
2.3.2 Implementing CTC filters
This section briefly describes how input signals should interact with spatial filters in a
beamforming implementation. The equations and perspectives needed to generate CTC filters with
PMM are covered by the previous section. The conversation about β is delayed because the ability
to meaningfully pick values depends on a more thorough understanding of how regularization
affects filter performance (found in section 2.4.3). As a place to start in the mean time, it’s enough
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for now to pick an arbitrary, frequency-independent value between 0 < β ≤ 0.1.
Once the filters for each input channel are generated (xL and xR as given by Eq. 2.23),
they combine into a so-called ‘convolution matrix’ or ‘filter matrix’ X ∈ CN×M that transforms
the input signal. The convolution matrix is built
X = [xL, xR] . (2.25)
The input signal, notated s ∈ CM, and the convolution matrix X combine linearly to generate the
array signals vector, notated w ∈ CN .
w = Xs (2.26)
The array signals are the signals actually played by the array’s loudspeakers.
Variables that represent the input signal and convolution matrix are not normally men-
tioned in PMM literature, whether to discuss how they’re generated or analyzed. Instead, the
filters for just one channel are focused on. There is, in fact, a lot of information to analyze in the
single-channel filters by themselves. So the remainder of this chapter reviews how PMM filters
for single-channel input are conventionally analyzed. Then the next chapter contains a thorough
discussion about PMM and multi-channel input signals.
2.3.3 Analyzing CTC filters with PMM
Common methods for analyzing PMM filters usually center around the two competing
metrics: effort and error. Remember that because the CTC application is underdetermined, its
possible to generate filters that exactly reproduce specified control point responses. At the same
time, the filter effort required by these filters is usually too high at low frequencies. In this case,
error is introduced into filters at problematic frequencies through regularization to reduce effort.
So, analyzing CTC filters generated with PMM begins by focusing on the effect of regularization
on effort and error.
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(d) β = 0.1.
Figure 2.4: Effort and error for left channel filters (red) and corresponding filter gains (blue)
over frequency for various values of β .
The effect of regularization on effort and error
It has already been shown that increasing β has the effect of lowering effort and increasing
error. The control point response error E(x) for a set of filters x is expressed
E(x) = ‖Ax−y‖22 . (2.27)
Likewise, The effort K(x) of a set of filters x is expressed
K(x) = ‖x‖22 . (2.28)
Hopefully no surprises here6.
6These equations are identical to Eq. 2.7 and Eq. 2.11 , except now the input is assumed to be filters from
Eq. 2.23 specifically.
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Figure 2.5: An example of time domain responses of PMM crosstalk cancellation filters over a
grid of control points around the array (red circles) and listener’s ears (back dots).
In this section, Eqs. 2.27 and 2.28 are used to create Figure 2.4, which compare the
effort and error of CTC filters for β = 0 and β = 0.1. Subfigures (a) and (b) show the effort
of filter gains for regularized and non-regularized CTC, while subfigures (c) and (d) show their
error. Notice how much error must be introduced in order to reduce the filter effort of the lowest
frequencies.
Control point responses in the sound field
To visualize the interference patterns, dense groups (e.g. a grid) of control points around
the array and listener can be plugged into A. Then, their responses to a particular filter set are
found by solving Ax. This is possible because plugging new control points into A changes its
width, not its height. For example, Figures 1.1 and 1.2 from chapter 1 were generated this way.
In those figures, sound pressure magnitudes at a specific frequency are encoded by color. These
values are found simply by solving the absolute value of complex responses
Absolute magnitude responses := |Ax| . (2.29)
It’s also possible, by extension, to measure control point responses in the time domain by
taking the inverse discrete Fourier transform (iDFT)F−1[ ] of a set of complex responses over
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uniformly distributed frequencies ω.
Time domain responses := F−1 [A(ω)x(ω)] . (2.30)
An example of a filter sets’ time domain responses is shown in Figure 2.5.
The effect of regularization on the sound field
It has been shown that increasing the regularization parameter β increases error; but what
kind of error is introduced? Regularization has several effects on sound field pressure responses,
which can be seen by using Eq. 2.29 to graph pressure at control points near a listener, which is
shown in Figure 2.6.
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(b) Sound field pressure over azimuth at 400Hz.
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(c) Sound field pressure over azimuth at 1000Hz.
Figure 2.6: Absolute pressure over azimuth in the sound field at various frequencies and values
of β . The perspective shown in subfigures (b) and (c) is described by subfigure (a).
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Interpret Figure 2.6 in the following way: the curves in subfigures (b) and (c) represent
sound pressure magnitude over an arc of control points around the array, and that intersect the
listener’s ears. The control point configuration is shown in subfigure (a). The vertical lines mark
the angles of the left and right ears. Finally, good CTC filters would appear on this graph to have
a spatial peak, or high gain, at the left ear (the solid black vertical line), and a spatial notch, or
low gain, at the right ear (the dotted black vertical line).
Interpreting Figure 2.6 shows the effects of regularization on sound field pressure are,
first, that increasing β smooths the sound field pressure gradient. As β increases, the heights
of local sound pressure maxima are reduced. This is especially apparent at lower frequencies
(subfigure (b)). Second, regularization causes the magnitude difference between bright and dark
spots to decrease. As β increases, bright spot magnitudes decreases and dark spot magnitudes
increases. It is possible to see that this effect is accomplished in part by shifting or rotating the
spatial notch away from both control points.
So apparently, Tikhonov regularization both smooths sound field pressure and shifts the
spatial notch away from the listener. These graphs also show that the effects of increasing β are
stronger at lower frequencies. This is connected to the fact lower-frequency matrices have higher
condition numbers (see Figure 2.1).
2.4 A deeper look at conventional PMM
This section extends concepts discussed in the previous section about analyzing PMM
filters. The types of analyses introduced here will contribute to the development of more effective
EM strategies in the following chapters. In subsection 2.4.1, the matrix factorization technique
called eigendecomposition is discussed. It is used to help connect two concepts that until now
have been treated informally: the linear algebra metric matrix condition, and the PMM metrics
effort and error. In subsection 2.4.2, the concept of matrix decomposition is extended to include a
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discussion of SVD, which depends on eigendecomposition, and, is more powerful for this use-
case. Finally, in subsection 2.4.3, an analytical solution is given for the regularization parameter
β that lets a filter designer set matrix condition to a desired value.
2.4.1 Eigendecomposition and Tikhonov regularization
The matrix analysis tool called eigendecomposition provides a deeper look into how
regularization effects matrix condition. It is used here to analyze the propagation matrix.
The eigendecomposition theorem states that any square matrix can be decomposed into
eigenvectors, columns of matrix Q, and associated eigenvalues, the diagonal elements of matrix
Λ [29]. However, the propagation matrices used in the particular PMM configuration examined
by this work7, are not square. So instead of using eigendecomposition to factor the propagation
matrix A directly, the square terms from Eq. 2.21 must be used. They are

AAH if M < N , (the CTC square term)
A if M = N ,
AHA if M > N . (the private audio square term)
(2.31)
Computing the eigendecomposition of a CTC square term results in the factorization
AAH = QΛQ−1 , (2.32)
where
Q=
[
v1 · · · vM
]
, Λ=

λ1
. . .
λM
 .
Using the CTC square term guarantees that the input to eigendecomposition will be square,
7According to the Prependix.
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symmetric, and full-rank at non-zero frequencies. But why are those properties important? First,
they ensure that the condition κ() of the CTC square term is defined by the ratio between the
maximum and minimum eigenvalues
κ
(
AAH
)
:=
λmax
λmin
. (2.33)
Using the CTC square term also ensures that the minimum eigenvalue will be greater than zero,
and that the set of eigenvectors will be linearly-independent. Both of these properties are required
for the factorization given by eigendecomposition to be invertible.
The inverse of a square matrix is calculated with its eigendecomposition factors
(
AAH
)−1
=
(
QΛQ−1
)−1
= QΛ−1Q−1 .
(2.34)
It is important to realize that since matrix Λ is diagonal, its inverse is calculated by taking the
reciprocal of its diagonal elements.
Λ−1 :=

1
λ1
. . .
1
λM
 (2.35)
These definitions help to more clearly show how the condition of the CTC square term is changed
by applying Tikhonov regularization. Adding regularization into Eq. 2.32 gives
AAH+β I = Q(Λ+β I)Q−1 . (2.36)
So eigendecomposition exposes how Tikhonov regularization improves the condition of a matrix:
by adding β to each of its eigenvalues. The same perspective can be used to show how the
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condition of the regularized inverse of the CTC square term is changed as well.
(
AAH+β I
)−1
= Q(Λ+β I)−1Q−1 . (2.37)
That is, small eigenvalues are increased by β before taking their reciprocal. This prevents them
from blowing up into extremely large values, which creates instability and fragility as discussed by
section 2.2. In summary, Tikhonov regularization improves the condition of a square symmetric
matrix by adding β to its eigenvalues, which decreases the ratio between them.
(
κ
(
AAH
)
=
λmax
λmin
)
>
(
κ
(
AAH+β I
)
=
λmax+β
λmin+β
)
(2.38)
This observation will be useful in a later chapter when examples of effort compression are
proposed.
2.4.2 Singular value decomposition and Tikhonov regularization
In this work, singular value decomposition (SVD) is used in lieu of eigendecomposition.
Both factorizations are useful for making the types of observations about matrix condition and
regularization that were demonstrated in the previous subsection. However the SVD is more
flexible, since it can be applied to any matrix; not just square matrices. Its terms also have
more useful properties, and are used in later chapters about effort compression. This subsection
contains a brief overview of its properties that will be relied on for the rest of the work.
The SVD of matrix A is defined
A=UΣVH . (2.39)
The matrix Σ is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are called singular values. Singular
values are defined as the square root of the eigenvalues of AAH and AHA. They’re also normally
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sorted so that σ1 > σ2 > .. .σM. The condition of a matrix is always defined by singular values,
like Eq. 2.33 , but, includes non-square matrices too.
κ(A) :=
σmax
σmin
(2.40)
Because matrix Σ is diagonal, its inverse is found by taking the reciprocal of its diagonal elements.
So, a matrix is only invertible if its smallest singular value is greater than 0: σmin > 0.
Matrices U and V , on the other hand, are defined as the eigenvectors of AAH and AHA
respectively. They are always both linearly-independent and normal, and also, are orthogonal
when A has full rank. These properties come in handy because the Hermitian transpose of an
orthonormal matrix is identical to its inverse
UH :=U−1 , and VH :=V−1 . (2.41)
This identity will be used in later chapters. Finally, the inverse of A in terms of SVD is given
A−1 = (UΣVH)−1
=
(
VH
)−1Σ−1U−1
=VΣ−1UH (2.42)
This also means Tikhonov regularization can be expressed in terms of the SVD of the CTC square
term, as follows.
AAH =UΣVH (2.43)(
AAH
)+
=
(
UΣVH
)+
(2.44)
=VΣ+UH(
AAH+β I
)+
=V (Σ+β I)−1UH (2.45)
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Or, in terms of the SVD of the non-square propagation matrix
A+ =V
Σ
Σ2+β I
UH . (2.46)
2.4.3 Finding the ideal regularization parameter
Using SVD, it is possible to analytically find the value of β that achieves a desired
condition number κˆ(A) with Tikhonov regularization. The only constraints on this problem are
that actual condition is greater than desired condition, and that desired condition does not equal
one8. Both constraints can be notated together as
κ(A)> κˆ(A)> 1 . (2.47)
Let σn denote singular values of A such that σ1 > · · ·> σN > 0, and let κˆ represent a shorthand
for desired condition. Then, the value of β that achieves a desired condition can be found in terms
of singular values
σ1+β
σ2+β
= κˆ
σ1+β = κˆσ2+ κˆβ
β − κˆβ = κˆσ2−σ1
β (1− κˆ) = κˆσ2−σ1
β =
κˆσ2−σ1
1− κˆ
=
σ1− κˆσ2
κˆ−1
(2.48)
8When the desired condition is one, the Tikhonov regularization solution for β =∞. Also, if the desired condition
is higher than the actual condition, then there’s no need to regularize.
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So the value of β that achieves desired condition with Tikhonov regularization is
β =
σ1− κˆσ2
κˆ−1 (2.49)
To find a regularization parameter that achieves desired filter effort, Olivieri et al. [6]
suggest two numeric algorithms, the Iterative Tikhonov and Normalized Tikhonov methods.
There is no analytical solution for the regularization parameter that achieves a desired filter effort.
2.5 Conclusion
This chapter has shown how to generate and analyze PMM filters with conventional
techniques. It has also shown how filters are conventionally thought of on an individual, per-
channel basis, even when used with multi-channel input signals like stereo. The next chapter
marks the beginning of a departure from traditional perspectives on SFC. In particular, the
variables for multi-channel input signals s and array signals w are invoked to discuss how multi-
channel input signals interact with the PMM algorithm. They also serve to establish a framework
for effort compression. Later, the effect of multi-channel input on effort is explored.
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Chapter 3
Multi-channel effort management
The purpose of this chapter is to show how the PMM metrics effort and error are affected
by the combination of EM and dynamic, multichannel input. Observations made in this chapter
should serve, first, to increase practical intuition about how PMM works with multi-channel input,
then, to draw attention to related issues that are not directly addressed by conventional PMM
literature, and ultimately, to begin the development of a framework for effort compression.
Specifically, this chapter focuses on what an array’s loudspeakers actually play when
multiple input channels combine with their associated spatial filters. Before the end of this chapter,
it will become clear that, while each channel of input may combine with their filters in obvious
ways, multiple channels of spatially filtered audio combine into array signals in non-obvious
ways; especially in terms of a new SFC metric ‘array effort’, which will replace filter effort from
previous chapters. Finally, anything that relates to the array’s output signals in multi-channel
contexts will from here on be called ‘multi-channel PMM’.
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3.1 Establishing multi-channel PMM
In the previous chapter, the single-channel PMM method for CTC filters (Eq. 2.23) was
shown. Though it’s supposed to be used to generate filters for one input channel at a time, it
was shown later, in section 2.3.2, how to use single-channel PMM with multi-channel input.
It was also briefly shown how a multi-channel input signal and filters combine together at the
array: filters for each input channel form a convolution matrix (Eq. 2.25), which produces array
signals through matrix multiplication with the input signal. This section combines these two ideas
(conventional filter generation and the convolution matrix) by showing how the entire convolution
matrix can be generated in a single expression.
This section’s main argument is that, despite similar notation, generating an entire filter
matrix at once is significantly different than the conventional, single-channel approach. In this
work, establishing a method to convert single-channel formulations into multi-channel ones is
a necessary step toward being able to analyze the relationship between input signals and PMM
metrics.
3.1.1 One-lining the convolution matrix
To start, recall from Eq. 2.25 that the convolution matrix X is constructed by concatenating
the left- and right-channels’ filters.
X = [xL, xR]
Also, recall from Eqs. 2.22 and 2.23 how filters for each input channel are solved1.
xL = A+yL , and xR = A+yR
1As a reminder, the notation A+, which means the pseudoinverse of A, is (ab)used in this work for two reasons.
First, since regularized least squares is a pseudoinverse method, A+ can be used as a shorthand for that particular
spatial filter generation strategy. Second, as new strategies for solving PMM are introduced, the notation A+ can also
be used to represent the spatial filter generation strategy for them too, when the distinction is not important.
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The solutions for filters can be rewritten by substituting the particular values of ym that are used
in Eq. 2.22 for CTC.
xL = A+yL =⇒ xL = A+
1
0
 ,
xR = A+yR =⇒ xR = A+
0
1
 .
(3.1)
Then, substituting the result back into the convolution matrix form lets Eq. 2.25 be rewritten as
X =
A+
1
0
 , A+
0
1

 . (3.2)
This shows that the convolution matrix X is just columns of the (pseudo)inverted propagation
matrix A+, indexed by the non-zero elements of y. This is important. It means columns of
A+ are themselves spatial filters that attempt to uniquely reproduce each input channel at its
corresponding control point. It follows then that when the matrix A+ is factored out of the above
expression, and the goal of PMM is to deliver M input channels uniquely to M control points (as
it is for CTC), the vectors ym are turned into the identity
X = A+
1 0
0 1
 =⇒ X = A+I (3.3)
and reveals that
X = A+ . (3.4)
That is, the convolution matrix in CTC is equal to the pseudoinverse of the propagation matrix.
The observation shown by Eq. 3.4 has several benefits for CTC filter designers. It
demonstrates that filters for all input channels can be either generated or analyzed together via the
pseudoinverse of the propagation matrix alone. It helps express that PMM filters are generated by
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attempting to preemptively "undo" the transformation caused by acoustic propagation. Perhaps
most significantly, it allows the single-channel PMM formulation to be converted into the multi-
channel formulation2.
So, for example, regularized single-channel PMM can be converted to its multi-channel
form using Eq. 3.4 whenever the vectors ym can be factored out; as is the case with CTC.
xL = AH
(
AAH+β I
)−1
yL
xR = AH
(
AAH+β I
)−1
yR
X = [xL, xR]

=⇒ X = AH(AAH+β I)−1 (3.5)
Otherwise more generally, ym can be treated like xm above, where its columns are concatenated
into the matrix Y
Y = [yL, yR] , (3.6)
which gives
X = [xL, xR]
Y = [yL, yR]
 =⇒ X = A+Y (3.7)
The latter multi-channel PMM formulation (Eq. 3.7) allows the vectors ym to have arbitrary
values instead of columns of the identity like in Eq. 2.22 . Furthermore, the effort compression
methods presented in later chapters work just as well with this more general notation. However,
this work prefers the notation in Eq. 3.5 over Eq. 3.7, since in this particular application, Y will
always equal the identity and it keeps the notation simpler to exclude it.
2A longer discussion about this conversion, and alternative channel- to multi-channel conversions are presented
in Appendix A.4. In short, this exact notation causes non-causal filters. It is trivial to fix (see Eq. 3.7), but adds visual
noise that detracts from the intended point.
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3.2 Establishing signal-dependent PMM
The previous section shows that columns of A+ are themselves spatial filters. This section
builds on that observation in order to explicitly show how multi-channel SFC components — the
input, output, and array signals — affect effort and error.
So this section begins by formally introducing variables for these new components3.
The input signal vector s ∈ CM represents one bin of a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) on
M-channels of audio. Since this work deals exclusively with stereo input signals, the size of s
is assumed to be M = 2. To be clear how these new variables fit into the PMM signal flow, one
channel of the input sm is multiplied by one column of the filter matrix to give the signal played
by the array for that channel. This is expressed4
wm
(N×1)
= Xm
(N×1)
sm
(1×1)
. (3.8)
Likewise, the composite signals played by the array w, called the array signals, are the result of
applying the entire filter matrix to the entire input signal.
w
(N×1)
= X
(N×M)
s
(M×1)
(3.9)
At last the output signal sˆ is introduced. The output signal is the signal measured at control points
after the input signal is filtered and propagates. Remember that the meaning of the hat symbol
over sˆ indicates that its desired value is equal to the input signal; ideally sˆ= s. Formally, the
output signal is the combination of the array signals and the propagation matrix.
sˆ
(M×1)
= A
(M×N)
w
(N×1)
(3.10)
3These variables were introduced in chapter 2, but thoroughly glossed over.
4Indexing vectorw by m is an abuse of notation meant to express the combination of filters and input for channel
m. This makes wm a different vector than the combination of multiple channels with their filters.
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3.2.1 Checkpoint: the complete PMM signal flow
At this point, notation has been introduced that represents the entire PMM signal flow
invoked by multichannel beamforming. It’s a good time to summarize. Eq. 3.9 shows how the
input signal s is filtered by the convolution matrix X to create array signals w. Eq. 3.10 shows
how the array signals propagate through the sound field matrix A to create output signals sˆ. The
process that connects Eqs. 3.10 and 3.9 can be described by the following “signal flow graph”.
w = Xs︷ ︸︸ ︷
s→ X →w→ A→ sˆ︸ ︷︷ ︸
sˆ= Aw
(3.11)
The first half of this expression, w = Xs, will be discussed in the next section (section 3.3),
which shows the effect of input signals on effort at the array. Then, adding the second half of
the expression, sˆ= Aw, to the discussion in section 3.4 will help demonstrate the relationship
between EM, error, and the input signal.
3.3 The effect of input signal on array effort
Starting in this section and for through the remainder of this work, the array signals w
from Eq. 3.9 will serve as the input to the cost function for effort (Eq. 2.11 ). That is, array signals
w becomes the input to the effort cost function
K(w) = ‖w‖22 (3.12)
instead of, for example, filters x. To see that input signals do actually effect array effort, Eq. 3.9
is used to substitute Xs for w, giving
K(w) = ‖Xs‖22 . (3.13)
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Before digging into this equation however, it’s first used to build intuition about the range of
values for array effort that are produced by a given stereo input signal, as well as about the
likelihood that they are produced.
3.3.1 Stereo effort in unit circle
Consider that the set of stereo input signal s are finite, since s is band-, channel-, and
gain-limited. This fact is used, in conjunction with Eq. 3.13 from the previous section, to graph a
representation of how a given stereo signal effects array effort.
This section introduces a method for graphically representing PMM metrics based on the
set of normalized stereo input signals. It will be used specifically to show how interchannel phase
angle and magnitude difference influence array effort. In these graphs, one DFT bin of a stereo
signal is mapped onto one point of the complex plane. Then the array effort that corresponds to
that signal is encoded by color. To skip ahead to that graph, see Figure 3.2. First however, details
of the stereo signal to unit circle mapping are discussed.
Description of stereo map
This section explains how a stereo signal is mapped to a single point on the complex plane
to form a unit circle. See Figure 3.1 for an example of the proposed mapping.
First, both channels are normalized so that the louder channel has a magnitude of 1
(subfigure (a)). Second, both channels are rotated until the louder channel lands on the point
1+0i (subfigure (b)). Afterwards, the effort caused by that signal is plotted at the complex
coordinates of the quieter channel (at the red circle in subfigure (c)). This point is necessarily
bounded by the unit circle. So, the plotted point represents a unique phase angle and gain ratio
between two channels. And since PMM metrics depend uniquely on the interchannel qualities of
a stereo signal, this mapping represents all possible values for the array effort of a stereo CTC
system.
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(a) One bin of a complex stereo
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(b) Step 1: normalize both
channels.
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(c) Step 2: rotate. The quieter
channel (red circle) is plotted.
Figure 3.1: An example of one bin of a stereo signal, mapped onto the unit circle.
(a) 80Hz (b) 250Hz (c) 500Hz
(d) 1kHz (e) 2kHz (f) 4kHz
Figure 3.2: Effort to reproduce stereo signals at various frequencies; plotted at the normalized,
interaural phase angle.
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Observations about array effort of stereo signals from the unit circle map
Examining Figure 3.2 leads to several observations.
First, the maximimum (or worst-case) array effort that can be invoked by one bin of a
normalized stereo input signal decreases exponentially with frequency. For example, subfigure (a)
shows that the worst-case effort at 80Hz is roughly 5 times higher than at 250Hz. Meanwhile at
250Hz, worst-case effort is roughly 4 times higher than at 500Hz. So on and so forth5. From this,
it is possible to confirm that worst-case array effort is a function of the ratio between wavelength
and the distance between a listener’s ears.
The relationship between worst-case effort and frequency in these plots indicates that EM
is not urgent for generalized stereo input over about 1kHz, which is consistent with observations
made in practical beamforming implementations [6]. If regularization is necessary at higher
frequencies, it would have to be for reasons other than effort management. For example, it can be
used to influence (e.g. smooth out) the sound field pressure gradient, as was shown in Figure 2.6.
Second, it can be observed that the location of minimum and maximum effort values
are similar for frequencies with wavelengths larger than half the distance between ears, called
ITD-centric frequencies in reference to duplex theory [39] 6. The extrema of effort for these
frequencies occurs either at or near the points 1+0i (which represents when both channels have
unit gain and equal phase) and −1+0i (which represents when both channels have unit gain
and opposite phase). Conversely, high frequency extrema seem to occur at other points, but still
always along the real axis; i.e. never with imaginary components. This implies that interchannel
gain differences have a stronger effect on array effort than interchannel phase.
Finally, these graphs show that at frequencies higher than roughly 2kHz, that CTC starts
to occur naturally, or at least that PMM needs less effort to deliver stereo signals than monophonic
5The complete picture of worst-case array effort for stereo signals over frequency is shown by Figure 3.4.
6Duplex theory identifies two localization cues used to binaurally estimate azimuthal direction of arrival
(DOA): interaural time difference (ITD) and interaural level difference (ILD). ITD is used primarily to identify
low-frequencies and ILD is used primarily to identify high-frequency components.
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ones. One can see, for example, that it requires more effort at 4kHz to deliver the signals
represented by the point 1+0i than by those represented by the point 0+0i .
3.3.2 Worst-case binaural effort
The last section shows that array effort is a function of stereo signal properties, including
frequency, interchannel phase angle, and magnitude difference. Figure 3.2 illustrates this by
mapping array effort to the set of all stereo signals. However the set of binaural signals (when
defined as any monophonic signal convolved with any HRTF) is a subset of stereo signals. For
example, it is possible to design a low-frequency (e.g. 80Hz) stereo signal where the left and right
channels have opposite phase. This hypothetical signal would be represented by the point −1+0i
in Figure 3.2. That same signal could not occur in binaural audio, since the largest interaural
phase angle occurs at a DOA of ±90°, and it is a ratio of ear distance to wavelength.
The maximum interaural phase angle for a frequency received by two points in the free
field can be calculated. If the speed of sound is c= 343m·s−1, then the wavelength of a f = 80Hz
signal is
λ =
c
f
≈ 4.29m . (3.14)
Then if the average interaural distance is ∆ypos = 0.18m, the largest interaural phase angle
between two ears in the free field is only
2pi ∆ypos
λ
= rad
2pi · 0.18
4.29
≈ 0.26rad
(3.15)
This is only useful to get a rough idea of the maximum interaural phase angle per frequency in a
binaural context. The space between the ears is not a free field, and, interaural delay is nonlinear
[1]. So, Figure 3.3 offers a more precise description of which signals can occur in binaural audio
by mapping an HRTF set onto the unit circle (as before; see Figure 3.1).
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(a) Low frequency HRTF. (b) Low-mid HRTF. (c) High-mid HRTF.
Figure 3.3: Every azimuthal spherical head model HRTF [1] mapped to unit circle at various
frequencies. Notice how only a small subset of interaural phase angles and magnitude ratios are
achievable with binaural audio.
To notice constraints on the types of signals that can occur in binaural audio leads to a
more specific question about EM and CTC: what is the worst-case effort for binaural signals?
The answer is shown in Figure 3.4, which graphs worst-case effort over frequency for both
general stereo and binaural signals. Subfigure (a) shows the worst-case effort for general stereo;
represented by all points in the unit circle. Subfigure (b) on the other hand, shows the worst-case
effort for all possible binaural signals (those represented by Figure 3.3). Furthermore, these
graphs show how worst-case effort responds to different amounts of regularization.
Examining Figure 3.4 leads to several observations about the worst-case array effort of
binaural signals. First, worst-case effort at ITD-centric frequencies is several orders of magnitude
lower for binaural audio than stereo audio. Second, worst-case binaural effort is considerably
flatter across the spectrum than general stereo. Together, these observations mean that when the
input is binaural, low-frequencies need less EM than when the input is general stereo. This creates
a problem for spatial filters that may be used with both types of audio. Specifically, the amount
of EM that’s necessary for general stereo will introduce more error into binaural signals than is
necessary to constrain effort. To learn more about this, the next section introduces a method for
measuring both how much and what kind of error is introduced by EM.
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Figure 3.4: Worst-case effort for stereo and binaural crosstalk cancellation using various
amounts of Tikhonov regularization.
3.4 The effect of effort management on signal error
In the previous section, stereo input signals were connected to array effort in order to
build intuition about their relationship. The connection between input and effort is represented by
the first half of the PMM signal flow graph (Eq. 3.11).
w = Xs︷ ︸︸ ︷
s→ X →w→ A→ sˆ︸ ︷︷ ︸
sˆ= Aw
It was shown that the interchannel phase angle and magnitude difference uniquely determine
array effort for the set of normalized input signals.
In this section, stereo input signals are connected to the error introduced by EM. The
connection between input and error is represented by the second half of the PMM signal flow.
w = Xs︷ ︸︸ ︷
s→ X →w→ A→ sˆ︸ ︷︷ ︸
sˆ= Aw
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The goal of this section is to show that the entire PMM signal flow can be reduced to an input
signal transformation, where s 6= sˆ can only occur because of EM.
3.4.1 PMM as a signal transformation
The entire PMM system can be reduced to a map from input to output. This can be seen
by combining both halves of the PMM signal flow (sˆ= Aw andw = Xs) through substitution of
their common factor w.
sˆ= AXs (3.16)
This expression states that the input signal s is transformed, first by the PMM convolution matrix,
then second by the propagation matrix, yielding the output signal sˆ. And because earlier X = A+
was defined, filtering and propagation can also be described by the expression
sˆ= AXs
= AA+s
= Iˆs
(3.17)
So, because Iˆ = AX+, the composition Iˆ represents transformations undergone by the input signal
on its way to becoming an output signal.
sˆ= Iˆs (3.18)
This expression represents a core objective of PMM: to generate filters that map input signals
to control point responses through a sound field with as little change as possible7. This section
leverages Eq. 3.18 , and in particular the idea of Iˆ, to analyze effort management strategies by
converting the error they introduce into signal transformations.
7As an aside, Eq. 3.18 serves to support Eq. 3.4 , since it would fail if X 6= A+.
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Tikhonov regularization as a signal transformation
Tikhonov regularization is substituted for A+ in Eq. 3.18 as an example of how to use it
to analyze the PMM signal transformation. First,
X = AH
(
AAH+β I
)−1
. (3.19)
Plugging the result in for X gives
sˆ= AAH
(
AAH+β I
)−1
s . (3.20)
It’s possible to see that when β = 0, the system reduces to sˆ= s.
sˆ= AAH
(
AAH+0I
)−1
s
sˆ= AAH
(
AAH
)−1
s
sˆ= Is
sˆ= s
(3.21)
Conversely, as β increases, error is increased.
sˆ= AAH
(
AAH+β I
)−1
s
sˆ= Iˆs
sˆ 6= s
(3.22)
The transformation that regularization imparts on input signals is expressed by the composition
Iˆ ∈ C2×2. So geometrically, regularization scales and (possibly) rotates s to produce sˆ. Some
examples of these transformations are shown in Figure 3.5. They are of stereo signals at 500Hz
with various interchannel relationships, for near field listeners, both on- and off-axis.
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Figure 3.5: Error introduced by Tikhonov regularization for on-axis listeners at various
frequencies. Left and right channels are labeled “L” and “R”. The output signal for β = 0 is not
shown because it is identical to the input signal.
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Figure 3.6: Error introduced by Tikhonov regularization for off-axis listeners at various
frequencies. Left and right channels are labeled “L” and “R”. The output signal for β = 0 is not
shown because it is identical to the input signal.
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3.4.2 Observations about the effect of regularization on error
Several observations can be made about the transformations Iˆ (shown in Figures 3.5
and 3.6). First, it can be seen that as regularization increases, both interchannel phase angle and
magnitude difference decrease together. These artifacts could also be produced by classical mid-
side (M/S) decomposition; specifically, by attenuating the side component of a M/S-decomposed
stereo signal. Together, both of these artifacts produce a major impact on binaural audio percep-
tion, called stage compression by Fazi and Hamdan [9].
Second, EM transformations are only symmetric when the system is symmetric; that is,
only for on-axis listeners. In addition to creating asymmetric transformations, the degree of error
introduced by regularizing filters for off-axis listeners is higher. As the listening position moves
increasingly off-axis, the interchannel phase angle is eventually inverted which, in turn, reverses
the spatial image of that signal. At least in the case of stereo signals that carry localization cues,
asymmetric artifacts are significantly detrimental to perceived sound quality.
Finally, since PMM filters are LTI, stage compression is time-invariant by definition. This
means that even binaural signals which can be reproduced within a given effort constraint are
compressed by conventional EM in order to compensate for worst-case scenarios.
3.5 Conclusion
The significant differences between worst-case effort caused by stereo versus binaural
signals, combined with the fact that error introduced by EM is time-invariant, serve together as
the primary motivation for ‘effort compression’; introduced in the next chapter.
In section 3.1, it was shown that PMM can be reformulated to generate the entire con-
volution matrix in a single expression, rather than in several disjointed expressions. Then, an
expression of the multi-channel PMM signal flow — one which includes the input, output, and
array signals — was presented in section 3.2. In section 3.3, the PMM signal flow graph was
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used to establish new SFC metrics ‘array effort’ and ‘input signal error’. Finally, section 3.4
connects ideas from the previous sections to show that output signals, which are normally created
by baking EM directly into spatial filters, can also be created by applying EM transformations to
the input signals directly.
Some EM techniques may be simpler to express as signal transformations rather than
as filter transformations. In section 3.4.1 for example, the Iˆ of Tikhonov regularization causes
a reduced interchannel phase angle and magnitude difference, which is in turn causes stage
compression. It was suggested that the same Iˆ could also be produced by a signal transformation;
specifically, the interchannel phase angle and magnitude difference can be reduced together by
attenuating the side component of a M/S-decomposed stereo signal. From this, one can gather that
different types of EM transformations will produce different types of artifacts on stereo signals,
which may be more or less detrimental to perceived audio quality. So the choice of which EM
technique to use, assuming they are more or less equally able to manage effort, should be made in
order to minimize perceived error rather than numerical error.
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Chapter 4
Signal-dependent effort management
This chapter contains a discussion about, as well as several examples of, signal-dependent
EM or ‘effort compression’. In previous chapters, the limitations of and artifacts caused by
LTI EM were discussed. Now, the multi-channel and signal-dependent frameworks previously
developed will serve as the basis for the derivation of effort compression.
This chapter assumes that the input signal is streamed in blocks of samples as it is for real-
time systems like digital audio workstation (DAW) or patcher plugins. Furthermore, it assumes
that each block has been transformed into the frequency domain via DFT. Unless otherwise noted,
references to implementation details assume this type of frequency-domain, block-wise signal
processing architecture.
In section 4.1, the expression (Eq. 3.13) that relates stereo input signals to array effort,
and, that effort compression relies on, is simplified. In section 4.2, several examples of effort
compression methods are proposed. In section 4.3, the proposed effort compression methods are
analyzed and compared.
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4.1 Expressing multi-channel array effort
This section aims to formalize the relationship between multi-channel, signal-dependent
effort K(w) and components of the PMM system that can be changed, for example the input
signal (through signal processing) or the singular values of a filter matrix (through regularization).
The expressions derived here are the basis for signal-dependent EM, presented in the next section.
Ultimately, the goal of this section is to find variables in the PMM system that offer filter designers
direct and meaningful control over array effort and signal error.
Recall PMM’s multi-channel formulation for generating array signals.
w = Xs
The convolution matrix X , which is also the pseudoinverse of the propagation matrix A+, can be
expressed in terms of the SVD of A.
w = Xs
w = A+s
w =VΣ+UHs
(4.1)
SVD is useful because it gives direct access to the singular values of X , which in turn makes it
easy to anticipate the PMM metrics: condition, effort, and error. In this section, it’s used to reveal
the dependence of array effort on input signal and singular values.
Starting with the expression for array effort (from Eq. 3.13),
K(w) = ‖w‖22
K(w) = ‖Xs‖22
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the filter matrix X is substituted for its SVD terms. Simplifying gives
K(w) =
∥∥VΣ+UHs∥∥22
=
(
VΣ+UHs
)H(
VΣ+UHs
)
= sHU
(
Σ+
)HVHVΣ+UHs
= sHU
(
Σ+
)H Σ+UHs .
(4.2)
At this point it becomes difficult to simplify further using matrix notation. However, the symmetry
of the bottom equation is recognizable as the quadratic form. Assigning temporary variables to
these terms will help expose the quadratic form more clearly.
Combining the left and right hand sides of the equation creates two 2× 1 vectors that
are related by conjugate transpose. Call them a and aH . The rest will combine to make a 2×2
matrix. Call it B. So the result of Eq. 4.2 can be rewritten
K(w) = sHU︸︷︷︸
aH
(
ΣΣH
)+︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
UHs︸︷︷︸
a
= aHBa .
(4.3)
As a sanity check, it makes sense that effort can be rewritten in the quadratic form because it is
well-known that least squares objective functions are quadratic [29].
What potentially exploitable properties do a and B have? The vector a is the combination
of right eigenvalues and the input signal. Is that okay? Well, columns of U are linearly-
independent, orthonormal vectors. This means that the transformation U is just a change of basis;
any transformations to a are congruent to transformations of s directly. And in any case, the
transformation
a=UHs (4.4)
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can be easily undone with the inverse
s=Ua (4.5)
because
UH =U+ . (4.6)
So it’s okay to leave a alone for now since the input signal can always be extracted from it later.
Continuing on, if A is well-conditioned1, then B is guaranteed to be a diagonal matrix
with real, positive values. With that in mind, it’s time to abandon matrix notation and directly
reveal the elements of a and B. The diagonal values of matrix B are
B=
(
ΣΣH
)+
=

σ1
σ2

σ1
σ2

H
+
=
σ21
σ22

+
=
 1σ21
1
σ22
 .
(4.7)
Furthermore, the values of a are
a=UHs
=
u∗11 u∗21
u∗12 u
∗
22

s1
s2

=
u∗11s1+u∗21s2
u∗12s1+u
∗
22s2

(4.8)
1See Prependix
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which for notational clarity, call
a=
u∗11s1+u∗21s2
u∗12s1+u
∗
22s2

=
a1
a2

(4.9)
So the expression for array effort in terms of the SVD of X and a stereo input signal can be written
K(w) = aHBa
=
[
a∗1 a
∗
2
] 1σ21
1
σ22

a1
a2

=
a∗1a1
σ21
+
a∗2a2
σ22
=
|a1|2
σ21
+
|a2|2
σ22
.
(4.10)
Which means that when M = 2,
K(w) =
|a1|2
σ21
+
|a2|2
σ22
(4.11)
The expression Eq. 4.11 is recognizable as the function of an ellipse. In other words, as either the
input signals or the SVD of A change (especially the singular values of X , but also the matrix
U), array effort responds deterministically. This is useful because it means that several different
strategies for transforming either input signals or singular values will have deterministic, and
potentially analytical relationships to array effort.
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4.2 Methods for effort compression
Eq. 4.11 shows that array effort depends on two potentially time-variant SFC components:
singular values of the propagation matrix and input signals. Furthermore, it shows that the
geometry of the relationship between effort and these components is an ellipse. With that in
mind, several signal or filter transformations could be used to constrain array effort. This section
presents some examples of effort compression. The list of examples presented here is far from
exhaustive; in fact, the suggestion of signal-dependent EM itself presents a considerable amount
of future work.
The choice of which method for effort compression to use is application-dependent at
best, or at worst, completely subjective. In the following sections, the presentation of each effort
compression method will include some information about potentially important implementation
details. The implementation details considered in this work include: first whether a method is
mathematically tractable to implement in the time domain, second, whether it is computationally
tractable to implement in real-time systems, and third, a description of the type of error it adds to
a signal.
Regarding tractability: in terms of mathematics, some effort compression methods may or
may not be trivial to implement in the time domain. In terms of computation, other methods may
not yet be tractable at large scales — even offline. Therefore, what this section presents is the
notion that signal-dependent EM is possible, and, that deriving signal transformations from filter
transformations relies on Eq. 4.11.
Regarding error: ideally, the character of the error introduced by regularization should be
non-obvious to a listener. Less generally, in the case of binaural audio, a good place to introduce
error is on signal components that do not contribute highly to localization. This point relates to
future work, discussed in chapter 5.
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Implementing frequency-domain effort compression
The solution to an PMM problem is an FIR filter set if control point responses are
specified as impulses. Furthermore, convolution in the time domain is equivalent to multiplication
in the frequency domain; the latter being exponentially cheaper to compute. So conventional
PMM filters are both solved and implemented in the frequency domain. A typical real-time
implementation will operate on signal blocks, transform them into the frequency domain, multiply
them by the convolution matrix, transform the combination back into the time domain, and finally,
send the result to the output.
Signal-dependent effort compression has two possible implementation strategies in the
frequency domain. First, EM is baked into filters. This is the case for regularized EM. A real-time,
signal-dependent implementation will have to generate a new convolution matrix every block
based on the current input. Second EM is decoupled from filters. This is the case for signal
transformations. A real-time, signal-dependent implementation can use a single convolution
matrix (or its SVD factors) which should be generated beforehand and loaded from memory as an
initialization step. In either case, the expression for real-time, frequency domain EM is written
sˆ
(M×1)
= X
(N×M)
C
(M×M)
s
(M×1)
, (4.12)
where C is a M×M matrix that optionally transforms the input signal. Matrix C should have EM
transfer functions for each input channel along its diagonal.
Whenever effort compression is either nonlinear or time-variant, and is implemented
in the frequency domain, it is necessary to correct artifacts that are created by these types of
transformations in the frequency domain [40]. To correct them, the input window (which is
normally applied to a signal before the DFT) should be the square root of whatever it normally is.
An output window (that is additionally applied to a signal after the iDFT) should also be used.
The input and output windows should be identical.
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Implementing time-domain effort compression
When EM is decoupled from filters, it may be possible to implement as a time domain
transformation rather than a frequency domain one. Time domain signal transformations benefit
from being able to smooth out nonlinear artifacts over time at sample rate, which is not possible
in the frequency domain. However, it is difficult to reproduce many types of frequency domain
transformations in the time domain; including several transformations used by PMM. In some
cases, a solution that’s analogous to the standard audio engineering plugin ‘multi-band compres-
sion’ could be used: subdivide a time domain signal into several (e.g. 3 or 4) frequency bands
every block. The maximum unconstrained effort of each band is then found by frequency domain
analysis. Then, the EM transformation that constrains the worst-case frequency in each band is
applied in the time domain. Other multi-band compression parameters, for example ratio, knee,
attack, and decay, could be applied to some types of EM transformations.
4.2.1 Effort compression: SV-clipping
As was shown in chapter 2, regularization is a method for conditioning, or, decreasing the
condition of matrix A. Conditioning a matrix serves in turn to decrease filter effort. Tikhonov
regularization, as one specific type of regularization, conditions a matrix by increasing each of its
singular values by β . More generally, conditioning a matrix is accomplished by any strategy that
decreases the ratio between σmax and σmin 2.
In reaction to this perspective, Afghah et al. [10] propose the eigenvalue-clipping pseu-
doinverse method as an extension to classical (Tikhonov regularization-based) PMM. Its authors
find that a desired condition can be reached faster when only the smallest eigenvalues are in-
creased through regularization, rather than all eigenvalues. This section introduces a similar
regularization method, called SV-clipping, where SVD is used in lieu of eigendecomposition.
Also in this section, SV-clipping is converted into an effort compression method.
2When M = 2, σmax := σ1, and σmin := σ2.
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To start, recall how the condition of a matrix κ(A) is defined by the ratio of its minimum
and maximum singular values (shown in Eq. 2.40).
κ(A) :=
σmax
σmin
SV-clipping proposes to condition a matrix by adding β to σmin. Using κˆ as a shorthand for
desired condition of matrix A, SV-clipping is expressed
κˆ =
σ1
σ2+β
. (4.13)
Then, the regularization parameter that achieves a desired condition with SV-clipping can be
found analytically
σ1
σ2+β
= κˆ
σ2+β
σ1
=
1
κˆ
σ2+β =
σ1
κˆ
β =
σ1
κˆ
−σ2
(4.14)
By comparing this result to the solution for Tikhonov regularization (Eq. 2.49),
βSV-clipping =
σ1
κˆ
−σ2 , and βTikhonov = σ1− κˆσ2κˆ−1 ,
it can be shown that SV-clipping always produces a smaller regularization parameter for a given
desired condition than Tikhonov regularization3. This also means that SV-clipping achieves a
desired condition for less error than Tikhonov regularization. Starting from the assertion that the
3Remember that σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ 0 and κˆ ≥ 1.
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two methods are not equal
σ1
κˆ
−σ2 6= σ1− κˆσ2κˆ−1
σ1
κˆ
− κˆσ2
κˆ
6= σ1− κˆσ2
κˆ−1
σ1− κˆσ2
κˆ
6= σ1− κˆσ2
κˆ−1
(σ1− κˆσ2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
d
1
κˆ
6= (σ1− κˆσ2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
d
1
κˆ−1
d
κˆ
6= d
κˆ−1
(4.15)
the conditional inequality is found

d
κˆ <
d
κˆ−1 , if d > 0
‡
d
κˆ =
d
κˆ−1 , if d = 0
d
κˆ >
d
κˆ−1 , if d < 0
(4.16)
which states that when the placeholder variable d > 0, the regularization parameter produced
by the SV-clipping method is guaranteed to be smaller than the one produced by Tikhonov
regularization. Regularization is only needed when d > 0 (the case for which is marked by the
symbol ‡) since the alternative cases only occur when the desired condition is equal to or greater
than the actual condition.
The amount of SV-clipping needed to achieve a desired array effort can also be found
analytically. For notational clarity, the value σˆ2 is introduced, where
σˆ2 = σ2+β . (4.17)
Starting from the signal-dependent equation for array effort (Eq. 4.11), the smallest singular value
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σˆ2 that achieves desired array effort Kˆ(w) is
|a1|2
σ21
+
|a2|2
σˆ22
= Kˆ(w)
|a2|2
σˆ22
= Kˆ(w)− |a1|
2
σ21
1
σˆ22
=
Kˆ(w)− |a1|2σ21
|a2|2
σˆ22 =
|a2|2
Kˆ(w)− |a1|2σ21
σˆ2 =
√√√√√ |a2|2
Kˆ(w)− |a1|2σ21
.
(4.18)
Signal dependent SV-clipping regularization, then, is implemented by setting the smallest singular
value of A such that
σˆ2 =

σ2 , if K(w)<= Kˆ(w)√
|a2|2
Kˆ(w)−|a1|
2
σ21
else
(4.19)
To implement SV-clipping in terms of the signal-dependent expression Eq. 4.12, the modified
propagation matrix X should be generated each block
X =V Σˆ+UH , (4.20)
where
Σˆ=
σ1
σˆ2
 , and Σˆ+ =
 1σ1
1
σˆ2
 . (4.21)
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By performing this substitution every DFT block, array effort is clipped to a maximum value
of Kˆ(w). In SV-clipping, the input transformation matrix C = I. Also, notice that the only
value changing each block is σˆ2, which means the SVD of A can be computed or loaded as an
initialization step before the real-time sequence. Finally, SV-clipping is potentially tractable to
implement in real-time, but only in the frequency domain.
4.2.2 Effort compression: input signal attenuation
Input signal attenuation allows a filter designer to manage effort without incurring asym-
metric or phase-related artifacts. It is also tractable to implement both in the time domain and
in real-time. Since the numerator of the ellipsoidal effort function Eq. 4.11 is the input signal,
scaling effort is proportional to scaling the signal.
The first step to finding the input audio gain scalar that achieves desired effort is to define
how effort will be changed by changing the gain of the input. Any desired effort Kˆ(w) can be
achieved by changing the input signal gain, notated g.
Kˆ(w) = ‖X(gs)‖22 (4.22)
Next, to solve for g, define a scalar q that maps actual effort to desired effort.
Kˆ(w) = qK(w) (4.23)
Solving for q gives
q=
Kˆ(w)
K(w)
. (4.24)
Then, relating q to the gain term g sets up an analytical solution to
‖X(gs)‖22 = q‖Xs‖22 , (4.25)
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where solving for g gives
‖X(gs)‖22 = q‖Xs‖22
(X(gs))H(X(gs)) = q(Xs)H(Xs)
(gs)H XHX(gs) = qsHXHXs
g2
(
sHXHXs
)
= q
(
sHXHXs
)
g2 = q
g2 =
Kˆ(w)
K(w)
g=
√
Kˆ(w)
K(w)
.
(4.26)
So the gain g that achieves desired effort when applied to both channels is
g=
√
Kˆ(w)
K(w)
(4.27)
The input signal gain g should be non-negative to avoid inverting phase (which is important if
this method is used with other loudspeakers, like a subwoofer). So disregard the negative solution
implied by taking the square root. Then to implement this method in terms of the signal-dependent
expression Eq. 4.12, the input signal transformation matrix C should be generated each block
C =
g
g
 (4.28)
Alternatively, this method could be implemented in the time domain, where gain is applied
smoothly to bands, like multi-band compressors. The amount of attenuation needed to constrain
the effort of each band, however, has to be found with frequency-domain analysis. That value —
the minimum value of g for each band — will constrain the entire band in the time domain.
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4.2.3 Effort compression: smallest signal transformation
For some applications, it may be desirable to minimize numerical error. In that case, a
search for the closest signal to the input signal that satisfies effort constraints can be interpreted
geometrically as a search for the shortest distance from the point described by actual effort to any
point within the bounds of an ellipse that describes desired effort. This can be cast as a convex
optimization problem, and therefore solved with a convex solver (e.g. CVX [41]). In standard
form, this problem is notated
minimize
sˆ
‖s− sˆ‖2
subject to ‖X sˆ‖2 ≤
√
Kˆ(w) .
(4.29)
Currently, convex solvers have far from fast enough implementations to solve this type of problem
in real-time. Furthermore, there is no trivial transformation from the frequency to the time domain.
Finally, for asymmetric problems like off-axis listening, the transformation to the signal may not
be symmetric. That is, the transformations applied to the left and right channels may be different
from each other.
Asymmetric transformations may be mitigated somewhat by minimizing the inf-norm
rather than the 2-norm. In standard form, this problem is notated
minimize
sˆ
‖s− sˆ‖∞
subject to ‖X sˆ‖2 ≤
√
Kˆ(w) .
(4.30)
The smallest signal transformation is found by casting it as a search for the closest signal
that satisfies a set of constraints. As a result, these techniques generate the output signal directly,
which means that in terms of the signal-dependent expression Eq. 4.12, the input signal s can
simply be replaced by sˆ as given by either Eq. 4.29 or Eq. 4.30 every block.
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4.2.4 Effort compression: side component attenuation
In chapter 3, plots showing how Tikhonov regularization transformed input signals re-
vealed that the transformation was identical to side-component attenuation via M/S decomposition.
The amount of side-component attenuation required to constrain effort can be found numerically
with a convex solver.
The M/S decomposition of s is defined
sM =
sL+sR
2
⇐⇒ sL = sM+sS
sS =
sR−sR
2
⇐⇒ sR = sM−sS
(4.31)
The search for a new side-component sˆS that’s as close as possible to the original can be found
with the standard form notation
minimize
sˆS
‖sS− sˆS‖2
subject to
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥X
sM+ sˆS
sM− sˆS

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤
√
Kˆ(w) .
(4.32)
Like Eqs. 4.29 and 4.30, this technique generates the output signal directly, which means in terms
of the signal-dependent expression Eq. 4.12, the input signal s can simply be replaced by sˆ every
block, where
sˆ=
sM+ sˆS
sM− sˆS
 . (4.33)
Unlike Eqs. 4.29 and 4.30 , it is possible to encounter infeasible solutions with this method.
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4.3 Comparing methods for effort compression
Four effort compression methods are proposed in the previous section:
• Singular value clipping
• Input signal attenuation
• Smallest signal transformation
• Smallest side-component transformation
Of these, SV-clipping counts as signal-dependent regularization. That is, it modifies the propa-
gation matrix, rather than the signal every block. This prevents the transformation from being
trivially implemented in the time domain.
Input signal attenuation is a signal transformation, where all input channels are attenuated
equally. Unlike the other effort compression methods, this preserves the interchannel phase angle,
and by extension the sound stage [9] at the cost of introducing a high-passed characteristic. The
input signal attenuation method is also unique in that it is trivial to transform into the time domain.
Like multi-band compression, the input signal could be subdivided into frequency bands, each
of which is attenuated with a gradually changing gain value in the time domain. The amount of
attenuation for each band is equal to the amount of attenuation required to constrain the peak gain
in that band.
The remaining two methods: smallest signal transformation and smallest side-component
transformations both rely on convex solvers like CVX [41]. The results of the convex solver
can be thought of as substitutions for the input signal. However, these methods are not trivial to
convert to time domain transformations, nor (at the time of writing) are they tractable real-time
methods.
The rest of this section analyzes and compares the proposed effort compression methods
in terms of both the worst-case and mean error the introduce.
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(a) General stereo: worst-case magnitude error.
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(b) General stereo: worst-case phase error.
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(c) General stereo: mean magnitude error.
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(d) General stereo: mean phase error.
Figure 4.1: When input signal is general stereo, these subfigures show the worst-case and mean
magnitude and phase error introduced by the effort compression strategies presented in
chapter 4.
Analyzing effort compression for general stereo input
Figure 4.1 shows the worst-case signal transformations for each of the proposed effort
compression methods as applied to general stereo. Signal transformations are measured in terms
of the difference between the input and output signal required to constrain array effort to a given
value; in this case Kˆ(w) = 1. The worst-case magnitude difference in subfigure (a) shows the
maximum amount of attenuation caused by effort compression. In this configuration, worst-case
magnitude always occurred for the input signal [1,−1+0i ]T . The worst-case interaural phase
difference in subfigure (b) shows the maximum amount of stage-compression in degrees caused
by effort compression.
Then, subfigures (c) and (d) show the average amount of magnitude or phase error
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(a) Binaural: worst-case magnitude error.
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(b) Binaural: worst-case phase error.
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(c) Binaural: mean magnitude error.
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(d) Binaural: mean phase error.
Figure 4.2: When input signal is binaural, these subfigures show the worst-case and mean
magnitude and phase error introduced by the effort compression strategies presented in
chapter 4.
distributed across the set of general stereo signals. It can be seen that all methods, except the input
signal attenuation method, produce the same results. This does not hold true for off-axis listener
configurations. For off-axis configurations on the other hand, the results of each method differ.
Finally, for all methods and scenarios, EM is not needed for general stereo above approximately
800Hz.
Analyzing effort compression for binaural input
Figure 4.2 shows the worst-case signal transformations for each of the proposed effort
compression methods as applied to binaural audio. The most important thing to notice about
Figure 4.2 is that the scale of error is reduced by roughly an order of magnitude across the board.
Again, the input signals are normalized and the desired effort constraint is Kˆ(w) = 1. Another
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improvement over general stereo, EM is not needed for binaural above approximately 400Hz,
rather than approximately 800Hz.
4.4 Conclusion
This chapter introduced the concept of, as well as several implementations of effort
compression for PMM. An expression (Eq. 4.11) that relates the input signal, as well as the
singular values of the propagation matrix to array effort is shown in section 4.1. This expression
is the means by which stereo input signal transformations can be framed in terms of their effect
on array effort. In section 4.2, four examples of effort compression methods are presented: SV-
clipping, input signal attenuation, smallest signal transformation, and smallest side-component
transformation. Finally, in section 4.3, these methods are analyzed in terms of the worst-case and
mean magnitude and phase error they introduce. It was also shown that the SV-clipping method
actually produces the same signal transformation as the CVX-based smallest signal transformation
method, which makes it an interesting alternative to signal-dependent Tikhonov regularization.
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Chapter 5
Summary and future work
5.1 Summary
This work has focused on cross-talk cancellation (CTC) beamforming for stereo (es-
pecially binaural) audio. It was shown that, for a particular sort of configuration, forming
independent low-frequency beams at a listener’s ears presents several problems for which no
perfect solution exists. This manifests as an unavoidable trade-off between sound quality and
reproducibility. The vein of research that attempts to navigate this trade-off is called effort man-
agement (EM). While previous EM research has tended to focus on spatial filter transformations,
this work proposes instead to transform input signals directly. This is called effort compression.
The most difficult problem to overcome in the development of effort compression is that it’s
necessary to know ahead of time how much a given transformation will reduce array effort. In
the case of stereo audio, the relationship between array effort, input signals, and the propagation
matrix form an ellipse. As a consequence, several effort compression strategies are immediately
obvious, and have analytic or numeric solutions.
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5.2 Future work: minimizing perceived error from effort
compression
The effort compression strategies presented in chapter 4 are examples; more effort com-
pression strategies could be discovered in the future. Since effort compression is cast as an
input signal transformation, it’s conceptually feasible that the types of artifacts caused by effort
compression could be directly controlled. Therefore, it may be possible to design and select
effort compression strategies in terms of their ability to preserve qualities of audio that may be
considered especially important to a filter designer. Also, other types of signal transformations
could be used together with effort compression to counteract artifacts caused by it.
Preserving localization cues
Effort management strategies often reduce both interchannel phase angle and magnitude
difference together, as was shown in chapter 3. When input audio contains localization cues,
as binaural audio does for example, the reduction of phase and magnitude differences are
perceived by listeners as stage compression [9]. In these cases, it would be desirable to use
an effort compression strategy that preserves localization cues. This could be accomplished by
constraining effort with respect to duplex theory [39]. As a brief summary, duplex theory states
that azimuthal localization cues, which most strongly impact the perception of a sound stage, are
frequency dependent. More specifically, low frequency azimuthal localization depends primarily
on interaural time difference (ITD), while high frequency azimuthal localization, on the other
hand, depends primarily on interaural level difference (ILD). Duplex theory could be leveraged
in an effort compression strategy by attenuating the complimentary cue for a given frequency
range: that is, attenuate ILD for low frequencies, and ITD for high frequencies. However, to do
so would require the ability to selectively reduce either interchannel phase angle, or interchannel
magnitude difference.
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Increasing overall loudness
The maximum overall loudness of a CTC instance is limited by the peak gain of low-
frequency beams that are aimed away from the listener (as was shown in Figure 1.2). There
are several studio production techniques that are used to increase perceived loudness, which is
distinct from numerical measures of loudness like peak gain or root mean square (RMS). For
example, side-chained multi-band compression, spectral saturation, and soft-clipping are all
used to increase perceived loudness in some types of pop music, specifically without increasing
numerical loudness. These techniques could also be used to overcome a loudness limit caused by
effort compression and CTC.
Low frequency extension
As was shown in chapter 4, low frequencies are the most strongly attenuated by effort
compression. General stereo CTC, for example, has a lower limit in practice of roughly 500Hz at
least. Because of this, CTC imparts a high-passed characteristic onto audio, even if loudspeakers
used in an array could reproduce frequencies lower than that limit. There are several studio
production techniques that are used to create the perception of boosted low-frequencies, which
could be used in this context. For example, some listeners report to hear a missing fundamental
frequency when they are presented only its harmonics [42]. Synthetically reinforcing the har-
monics of a low-frequency component in an audio signal could for this reason improve the lows’
response.
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Appendix A
Appendices
A.1 Derivation of the overdetermined least squares
approximation
The least squares approximation for overdetermined systems can be derived starting from
its cost function, defined
E(x) = ‖y−Ax‖22 . (A.1)
Expanding E(x) gives
E(x) =(y−Ax)H(y−Ax)
= yHy−yHAx−xHAHy+xHAHx
= yHy−2yHAx+xHAHAx
(A.2)
Taking the derivative of the last line gives
∂
∂x
E(x) =−2AHy+2AHAx . (A.3)
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Since for least squares, the local minimum is the only point at which the derivative is zero, set it
to zero
∂
∂x
E(x) = 0 (A.4)
and, by plugging this into the above equation for x, get
AHAx= AHy . (A.5)
Then, assume that AHA is invertible. The solution is given by
x=
(
AHA
)−1
AHy . (A.6)
This is the least squares approximation of an overdetermined system.
argmin
x
‖y−Ax‖22 =
(
AHA
)−1
AHy (A.7)
A.2 Derivation of the underdetermined least squares
solution
The least squares approximation for underdetermined systems can be derived by casting it
as the optimization problem
min
x
‖x‖22
s.t. y = Ax .
(A.8)
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Minimization with constraints can be done with Lagrange multipliers. So, define the Lagrangian
L (x,µ) = ‖x‖22 . (A.9)
Take the derivatives of the Lagrangian
∂
∂x
L (x) = 2x−AHµ
∂
∂µ
L (x) = 2x−y = Ax
(A.10)
Again, because the only point with a derivative of zero is the global minimum, set the derivatives
to zero to get
x=
1
2
AHµ (A.11)
y = Ax (A.12)
Plugging the solutions for x into y gives
y =
1
2
AAHµ. (A.13)
Then, assuming AAH is invertible
µ= 2
(
AAH
)−1
y. (A.14)
Plugging the solution for µ into the solution for x gives the least squares solution
x= AH
(
AAH
)−1
y. (A.15)
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So
argmin
x
‖x‖22 = AH
(
AAH
)−1
y
s.t. y = Ax
(A.16)
A.3 Derivation of the regularized least squares
approximation
The regularized least squares approximation for over- and underdetermined systems can
be derived by casting it as the optimization problem
J(x) = ‖Ax−y‖22+β ‖x‖2 , (A.17)
where β > 0. The derivative of the regularized least squares cost function is
δ
δx
J(x) = 2AH(Ax−y)+2βx . (A.18)
Again, because the only point with a derivative of zero is the global minimum, set the derivatives
to zero
δ
δx
J(bx) = 0 (A.19)
and plug them into the above equation to get
AHAx= βx= AHy(
AHA+β I
)
x= AHy
(A.20)
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Then, the solution to x is given by
x=
(
AHA+β I
)−1
AHy (A.21)
So
argmin
x
‖Ax−y‖22+β ‖x‖22 =
(
AHA+β I
)−1
AHy (A.22)
A.4 Does multi-channel PMM affect causality?
When ym is defined as ones and zeros, PMM filters are not causal. This is because the
linear delay term in the propagation matrix is negated by matrix inversion, and when combined
with ones and zeros, creates filters with negative gain. To make causal filters, elements in ym
should have at least enough delay to offset this. So, for example, instead of
yL =
1
1
 (A.23)
causal filters could be created by
y1 =
1G(r)
0G(r)
? (A.24)
Doesn’t this observation invalidate the premise of multi-channel PMM: that the vectors ym can
be factored out? For two reasons, no, not necessarily. First, defining y as ones and zeros is a
notational convenience. One could, for example, reintroduce the delays required for causal filters
in multi-channel notation by appending the matrix
Y = G(r)I =
G(r)
G(r)
 (A.25)
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to any multi-channel formulation. Here, r is whatever distance you like for causality’s-sake,
e.g. that from the origin to the listener. So, a more complete notation would show, for example,
XTik = AH
(
AAH+β I
)−1
Y . (A.26)
Second, the propagation delay required to build causal filters can be added other places too, since
the system linear. For example, the Green’s functions can be modified to have non-causal delays
that are “undone” by inversion, yielding causal filters. In this case,
G(rˆ) =
exp(−ikrˆ)
4pir
, (A.27)
where rˆ = R−max(R).
The decision to notate ym with ones and zeros, and resultingly to factor it out, was made
for a few reasons. First, because details about filter causality primarily serve to detract from
the main point of multichannel PMM; they add more visual noise to equations than information.
Second, because non-causal filters generated in the frequency domain will wrap around, and be
perceived by a listener only as an initial delay on the order of milliseconds.
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